
Vione Archeologica - the Tor dei Pagà excavations 

The area known as the Tor dei Pagà (2240 m) in the comune of Vione has long been familiar to the people of Upper Valcamon-
ica and hikers as a junction along the trail for those tackling the climb to Cima di Bles (2755 m).  Tor dei Pagà lies above Vione 
(1250 m) and, being just at the treeline, provides a magnificent panoramic view of the Adamello range to the south. 

The place-name eloquently evokes the presence of fortified towers which, according to a 17th century legend, were refuges for 
pagan resisters against the armies of Charlemagne and the bishops and popes following in their wake that brought Christianity 
along with invasion. 

The ruins, buried beneath a thick covering of hardy mountain vegetation, re-emerged from their centuries of oblivion thanks to 
the people of Vione’s curiosity about their history. 

Excavations in the 1970s (1-3) revealed the presence of walls at the site.  In 2011 the comune of Vione committed itself to the 
project known as Vione Archeologica which is reconstructing the sequence of historical events in which the towers partook.  
The research has been supported by the regione of Lombardy and the Fondazione Cariplo along with other entities (Parco dello 
Stelvio, Comunità Montana) and has been undertaken under the direction of the Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici della 
Lombardia and in collaboration with the Medieval Archaeology group at the Catholic University of Brescia. 

This collaboration has given birth to the highest-elevation excavation in Europe and, over three field seasons to date, has given 
groups of students the opportunity to learn the practical side of archaeology at an extraordinary site.  

Across these three summer field seasons we have brought to light not only towers (two so far) but also the remains of a true 
fortification with a curtain wall, an internal building, and a courtyard with a hearth that must once have had a roof of some 
perishable material such as wood or straw. 

An iron key, some coins and fragments of a glass beaker have allowed us to date the site to the 13th and 14th centuries while 
many metal finds indicate, among other things, that some of the people arrived at the site on horseback and that weapons 
such as crossbows were in use there.  

While we know what the people at Tor dei Pagà wore and ate we still do not know what the site was defending. 

This, however, is precisely the charm of such history-laden places: a mystery to solve! 
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The Tor dei Pagà key: an example of a Late Medieval key 

At the time of its discovery in 2011 the key was deeply encrusted with 
chemical compounds of differing colours suggesting interaction with 
different minerals during its time in the ground. The Soprintendenza has 
undertaken the restoration of the key and has revealed a well-made 
object in a good state of preservation with decorative and formal ele-
ments that allow its chronological placement. 
 
The key was used in a “rotational” lock - its comb (or bit) rotated 
around a central axis and opened or closed the latch. The key was made 
by hot forging from a sheet of iron - a simple and ancient technique 
commonly used in the making of hollow-shafted Late Medieval keys, 
especially those of smaller or medium dimension.  The sheet was cut 
and then rolled to form the shaft. The end opposite the bit was then 
flattened and perforated to allow for suspension/attachment. The key 
was finished - the final form of the bit, decorations etc - by cold-
working with chisel, file and punch. 
 
Keys belonging to the period from the 11th to the later 12th century are 
generally quite small and not particularly well-finished: the bow may be 
only roughly circular and poorly finished, the base is often absent and 
the barrel leads to a bit with few horizontal or vertical slots. 
 
The simple and austere form of the keys is partly linked to their nature 
as everyday objects, as tools to perform the simple mechanical function 
of opening chests, boxes and doors. 
 
The principal function-defined elements of key morphology thus per-
sisted for a long time.  However, as the years passed, there came to be 
more emphasis on aesthetic elements: the lines and thickness of the 
key, the pattern formed by the slots in the bit, the base, the bow which 
became more circular - all these things reflect greater care and atten-
tion to aesthetic dimensions. 
 
Looking at the Vione key one sees the characteristic elements of the 
most advanced stage of the key type discussed above - attention to 
proportion, the finishing of edges, the precisely executed decorative 
work.  Thus, on the basis of typological/stylistic comparisons, we can 
date the Vione key to the latter half of the 13th century or the first half 
of the 14th. 
 
The form of the key exemplifies the continuous and gradual change 
from the austere and strong forms of Romanesque keys towards the 
more decorated form incorporating various stylistic interactions typical 
of the Gothic. 
 
Simone Ferrari 



The coins 

During the 2013 excavations two small coins were discovered in US124 - a section of the site 
interpreted as being related to hearth activity. Study has shown (we thank Andrea Saccocci of 
the University of Udine) them to be two Scyphate (concave/cup-shaped) coins from the Vene-
to, specifically Padova and Aquileia, dating from the later years of the 13th century. 

The Padova coin (1) bears six-pointed stars and the words “CIVITAS DE PADVA”. Such coins 
were minted between 1271 and 1318 without variation in design and so we cannot date the 
piece more accurately than this near-fifty year window.  

The coin from Aquileia (2) is much less well-preserved but can be seen to be of a type associ-
ated with the prelate Raimondo della Torre, which dates it between 1273 and 1298. One face 
bears a crenelated tower with central opening and the other the eagle, symbol of Aquileia, 
facing to the right.  The writing on the coin is illegible but would have read “RAIMONDVS PA 
AQUILEGENSIS” (Raimondo, prelate of Aquileia). 

These two coins from the Veneto travelled far to reach Vione. Coins from the Veneto are 
quite rare in 13th century Lombardy but are better-attested in Trentino - Vione’s proximity to 
the latter may account for the presence of the coins. Along with other elements of material 
culture, these coins have helped establish a 13th/14th century date for the site.  

Future research may uncover further coins and also help us better understand how these two 
coins came to be lost at Tor dei Pagà - until brought back to light by the patient work of the 
archaeologists. 

Alessandro Bona 

Glass fragments from Tor dei Paga  

The Tor dei Pagà excavations have produced several almost colourless - save for a milky patina 
arising from age-related degradation - transparent glass fragments. These fragments are deco-
rated with small drops of glass applied to their surfaces. This allows us to say that the original 
vessel (or vessels) belong to the class of objects known as “prunted beakers”. 
 
The reconstruction drawing presents us with a relatively tall glass with its base worked to pro-
duce a ring of decoration.  Higher up, a filament separates the area decorated with applied 
drops of glass from the smooth rim. 
 
This type of glass and decoration was enormously popular in the Medieval period, from the 
second half of the 13th through to the 15th centuries.  It continued in use, particularly in North-
ern Europe, into the 16th century, adopting ever more elaborate forms. 
 
The temporal and geographic origins of the form remain a subject of debate - examples have 
been excavated in pre-13th century contexts and both Central Europe and the East have their 
advocates as birthplace of the form. 
 
The bodies of such vessels can take many forms (cylindrical, conic or pot-bellied with straight 
flared or concave rims) and it is not easy to relate fragments recovered from excavations to 
any particular style.  It does seem, though, that the earliest examples had a smooth base that 
later gave way to more decorated forms. 
 
Such vessels are frequently represented in art, particularly in scenes of The Last Supper.  An 
interesting example can be seen on a fragment of 14th century fresco at the church of S. Ce-
sario di Nave (BS). 
 
The glass fragments from Vione cannot be earlier than the 14th century as, unlike the earliest 
pieces, they are colourless rather than greenish or yellowish and they contain no impurities. 
 

Marina Uboldi - Museo Archeologico Paolo Giovio, Como 



Metal finds from Tor dei Pagà: Projectile Points 

Of the weapons that one might find during an excavation, dart and arrow 
points are amongst the most common. These were produced in their thou-
sands and considered “disposable”, often not being reusable as a result of 
deformation following impact on a target. 
 
The 6 points recovered at the Tor dei Pagà provide useful data for under-
standing the activities of the inhabitants of the site - all could definitely have 
had a military use with either bow or crossbow, supporting the idea of a de-
fensive nature for the fortified site. There are no hard and fast rules for sepa-
rating arrowheads from dart points, neither the diameter of the socket used 
to haft the point nor the weight. However, it is certain that examples of both 
types are to be found in the excavated assemblage. 
 
The main difference between arrows (fired from a bow) and darts (fired from 
a crossbow) could in fact lie in their dimensions: the former were usually 
shorter, squatter and of heavier iron given that the propulsive force of the 
crossbow was almost always greater than that of a regular bow.  The two ex-
amples of square cross-section and “bi-pyramidal” points are heavy enough to 
suggest that they were not fired from a regular crossbow but rather from a 
heavier static mounted weapon (1, 2). 
 
Two lighter examples were certainly for use with a bow rather than crossbow 
(3, 4): the first (3) has a similar form to the preceding examples but is lighter 
while the second (4) has a “shank” (or “tanged”) form that allowed it to be 
attached to the shaft like a nail.  
 
Two other simple square cross-section points, narrow and long, were also for 
the crossbow (5, 6). They look like nails but are distinguished from such by the 
presence of a socket for hafting. 
 
Turning now to dating, the types seen here can be found from the 13th centu-
ry to the early 15th century although those that are “nail-like” can also be 
found outside this range.  
 
What emerges strongly is that these are military points - hunting points typi-
cally have two tangs to help them remain lodged in the prey animal. Hence, 
notwithstanding the high elevation location of the site, we are looking at a 
fortification that had a garrison who stood ready to defend it with bow and 
crossbow. 
 
Marco Vignola 



Medieval clothing was, in fact, far different to the idea of “drabness” that we 
today tend to associate with the period.  
  
While poorer people wore textiles and colours that were perhaps not so strik-
ing we also know of many masterpieces of textile art from the period. Unfor-
tunately, textiles tend not to survive well and so are seldom recovered in exca-
vations.   
  
What does often survive, however, are the decorative and functional metal 
elements of costumes.  Belts, for example, were closed with buckles of varying 
types that were sometimes decorated with embossed plates and studs to 
make them more luxurious.  Shoes might also be fastened with small, usually 
circular, buckles.  Various bags hanging from the belt - pockets had not yet 
been invented - might also have metal fittings. 
 
At the Tor dei Pagà, belt accessories are well represented with an interesting 
assemblage which includes a circular iron buckle, still retaining its tongue (1) 
and a more refined D-shaped iron buckle (2).  
 
A more interesting piece is an embossed copper alloy plate that served to 
attach the buckle to the leather of the belt (3). Today it is dark green but in 
olden times it would have shone, almost like gold. There is also a splendid flo-
ral stud (4) in silver-plated copper that would once have decorated a fabric 
belt - traces of the weave are to be found on the back of the stud.  This last 
piece is an object of refined production that, along with the fragments of glass 
recovered, suggests the presence of a social class well above that of the sim-
ple farmer or shepherd.  
 
Finally, we come to two small circular rings, analogous in form and function to 
a buckle, which served to secure a shoe (5, 6).  
 
The temporal horizon of these finds, taken together, is once again from the 
13th to the 14th centuries, although circular buckles may come from a broader 
time horizon. 
 
Marco Vignola 

Metal finds from Tor dei Paga : Clothing 



Metal Finds from Tor dei Pagà: Nails and kitchen equipment 

As in all Medieval excavations, also at Tor dei Pagà - nails form the most 
numerous class of metal finds.  
 
Other than the common forms - with sub-circular heads and square cross-
section used in light carpentry (1) - we can also see several specialised 
types. For example, there are nails for shoeing horses with a pyramidal 
head and a rectangular base that suits the form of the horseshoe and cre-
ates a base that provides better grip on slippery surfaces (2). 
 
An interesting group of larger, headless, nails suggests the presence of tim-
ber floors and partitions within structures - such nails are well suited to 
their construction (3). 
 
An oddity of the Tor dei Pagà excavations - at least as far as the 2013 sea-
son - is the absence of ceramics or soapstone objects. Such objects would 
be involved in a fundamental activity: food production and consumption.  
While the lack of plates for food consumption can be explained by the still 
widespread use of wooden trenchers in Medieval times, we are forced to 
hypothesise the use of metal pans for food production. This theory is sup-
ported by a hook (4) - almost surely used with a pot. Less secure is the 
identification of the use of two fragments of metal sheet, a larger perforat-
ed piece of iron and a smaller piece of copper alloy: perhaps they were 
components of braziers or other heating devices (5). 
 
More interesting is another metal sheet (6) in which holes have been cold-
worked with the clear intention of creating a surface that could function as 
a grater. Literary evidence for the use of cheese graters in the 1300s is pro-
vided by the “Decameron” (8th day, 3rd story) and the prank played by 
Maso on the ingenuous Calandrino - a lovely culinary picture contempora-
neous with the Vione fort: 
 

[Maso responded] “Chiefly in Berlinzone, in the land of the 
Basques. The district is called Bengodi, and there they bind the 
vines with sausages, and a denier will buy a goose and a gos-
ling into the bargain; and on a mountain, all of grated Parme-
san cheese, dwell folk that do nought else but make macaroni 
and ravioli, and boil them in capon's broth, and then throw 
them down to be scrambled for; and hard by flows a rivulet of 
Vernaccia, the best that ever was drunk, and never a drop of 
water therein.” 
 

As one can readily see, many of the dishes that are found on our tables 
today would not have seemed strange to the people of the Tor dei Pagà! 
 
Marco Vignola 
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The excavations at Tor dei Pagà from 2011 to date have yielded more than 3,000 frag-
ments of animal bone of which 727 were in such a condition as to permit sound identifica-
tion. This represents an exceptional assemblage for a site at this elevation and provides a 
unique opportunity for zooarchaeological study of the Medieval Alpine ecosystem.  
Ongoing study focuses on the composition of the faunal sample, the age at slaughter of the 
animals, the frequency of various skeletal elements, measurement of bones and traces of 
butchery and processing. 
 
The inhabitants of the site used mainly domestic animals: sheep (Ovis aries L.) and goats 
(Capra hircus L.) (40.5%), cattle (Bos taurus L.) (23.4%), pigs (Sus scrofa f.domestica) 
(13.2%), chickens (Gallus gallus L.) and other poultry (18.2%). There are also traces of wild 
animals such as hare, deer, bears and pheasant (4.7%). 
Most likely, ovicaprids and poultry were raised on-site while pig and cattle meats were 
brought up from the valley floor. 
 
The importance of goats and sheep in the Brescia area has been noted since the Roman 
period and their importance to the mountain economy is well-noted from the Early Medie-
val period. Their considerable increase during the Late Medieval period is related to the 
growth of the market for wool and dairy products. 
The age at slaughter of ovicaprids at Tor dei Pagà ranges across all stages of the life cycle 
and is consistent with the various uses of these animals (meat, milk, wool). (1). 
 
Wild species present in the Tor dei Pagà assemblage (bear, hare, deer) are found in both 
urban and mountain contexts in the Early Medieval period.  In particular, the presence of 
bears in the Vione area is noted in documents relating to the rights in Upper Valcamonica 
of the Bishop of Brescia.  Sources from the 13th century state that if the men of Incudine 
caught a bear in the area of Vezza they must set aside a thigh, the paws, the entrails and 
the right shoulder for the Bishop’s court.  They were also required to report the presence 
of the nests of goshawk, sparrowhawk and falcon. 
Study of traces of butchery involves examining the bones for signs of human activity relat-
ed to dividing the carcass and preparing it for cooking. 
 
Such marks are frequently found on bones.  The butcher first divided the carcass with 
heavy blows at the weakest points of the bones. Then a fine-bladed filleting knife was used 
to further subdivide the flesh. Finally, long bones might be broken open to extract the mar-
row (used since antiquity for lamp oil, cosmetics, soap, medicine, glue and culinary purpos-
es). 
 
Amongst the osteological remains exhibited here, one can see vertebrae cut along the axis 
of the spine to divide the carcass in half - a technique known from the Late Medieval peri-
od. (3). One can also see a pig mandible with four deep parallel cuts made to separate the 
snout from the skull (2). 
 
A unique find (4) shows another type of working - “artisanal” use of the bone. After an 
animal has been killed and eaten there still remain elements useful to people: materials 
suitable for artisanal use and re-use, mainly skins and the harder elements of the body.  
 
Amongst these one must number: bone, horn, antler, teeth and ivory. These can be used 
for, amongst other ends: handles, drills, awls, spatulas, spoons, needles, pins, combs, 
buttons, amulets, buckles, decorative plaquettes and pegs. 
 
In the present case (4) we are looking at a bovine tibial diaphysis with saw-marks in two 
places that have left parallel striations visible in section. This find is most likely a fragment 
from household artisanal production. 
 
Deneb Cesana - Scuola di Specializzazione in Beni Archeologici, DAFIST, Genova 

Zooarchaeology at the Tor dei Paga  site 



The earliest written reference to the site is found in the manuscript Istoria del forte, ed antico castello 
di Vione. The manuscript says that, in around 800 AD, Charlemagne conducted an expedition into 
Valcamonica to convert the natives to Christianity. He besieged the castle of Vione (today the area 
around the San Sebastiano church) and, after its fall, the survivors told him that their lord (Astenzio or 
Astenio) was still occupying a fortified position on Monte Blès with many troops. After the subjugation 
of this second position, the fortifications were destroyed but the remains were left as a monument to 
the events. 
The 16th century notary Bernardo Biancardi of Vione was probably the original author of this manu-
script. It tells of events involving Vione from the creation of the world onwards and mixes major his-
torical events (the Lombard invasion, the coronation of Charlemagne) with the decidedly local 
(particularly many comparisons of Vione with its near-neighbour Vezza d’Oglio). It would seem that 
the document was further edited/developed by other members of the Biancardi family (who included 
scholars and clerics) during subsequent centuries. The exact origins of the document remain unclear 
and, unfortunately, the original manuscript is lost and we must rely on later transcriptions. 
While the manuscript emphasises the strength of the fortification and its resistance it refers to only a 
single tower. 
The story of Charlemagne’s journey through Valcamonica is only a legend and it probably recalls the 
giving - at the time of Charlemagne - of Valcamonica to the Abbey of Tours (France). In the 8th and 9th 
centuries it is quite possible that the area was not fully Christianised and that the clash of armies re-
counted by the legend reflects the clash of cultures and beliefs - the old paganism and the new Chris-
tianity. 
Across the Alpine arc there are many legends relating to the end of paganism and place names often 
also show traces of the old ways: in the Camunian area we see Monte Pagano above Monno and the 
Grotta dei Pagani on the Presolana massif. 
 
Riccardo Valente 

Tor dei Paga  in the written historical record 

A bone die from Tor dei Paga  - recreation at high elevation 
Dice games were widespread amongst the Romans despite gambling being banned by various laws (for 
example the Republican lex alearia).  Dice were, however, permitted during the December cycle of 
festivities known as the Saturnalia when many social customs and rules were subverted.   
It has also been noted that several emperors, including Augustus, were passionate dice players. Dice 
were called tesserae and the numbers were represented by dots surrounded by circles. As on modern 
dice, the numbers on the opposite faces typically summed to seven.   
While the most common dice material was bone there were also dice of terracotta, lead, bronze, glass, 
gold, amber and ivory. The most common game consisted of throwing 2 or 3 dice from a cup and add-
ing up the points. 
Dice games were also widespread in the Medieval period, in particular the game called zara.  In this 
game, participants name the score that will result from throwing three dice. The winner is the one 
who gets the correct number. The name zara connotes the least favourable - least probable - out-
comes (either 3 or 18). The laws of various comuni either banned or severely regulated the game as 
the betting on the outcome constituted gambling. The game was permitted (or at least tolerated) dur-
ing the time known as “le libertà di Dicembre” - the 12 days before Christmas - which may reflect an 
echo of pagan Saturnalia. 
Dante provides a vivid scene of dice play, with the crowd gathering around the winner hoping for a 
share of the prize and the loser thinking about the throw of the dice and hoping for better luck next 
time: 

When from their game of dice men separate, 
He, who hath lost, remains in sadness fix'd, 
Revolving in his mind, what luckless throws 
He cast: but meanwhile all the company 
Go with the other; one before him runs, 
And one behind his mantle twitches, one 
Fast by his side bids him remember him. 
He stops not; and each one, to whom his hand 
Is stretch'd, well knows he bids him stand aside; 
And thus he from the press defends himself. 

 
“Purgatory” Canto VI vv 1-9 
 
Chiara Bozzi 



The palynological analyses at Tor dei Pagà involved analysis of pollen extracted from small 
samples (just a few millimetres in size) from four pieces of a candle (1, 2).  The maximum 
length of the candle is around 4 cm.  
 
There is just one precedent in the literature for the extraction of pollen from wax objects - 
a study in which the object of study was beeswax. At the present time, the Università 
dell’Insubria and the Institute of Plant Sciences (University of Bern, Switzerland) are in-
volved in an ongoing study of Medieval beeswax taken from the gilded, bejewelled and 
enamelled wooden cover of the gospel known as the “Pace di Chiavenna”.  The chemical 
method described in the literature proved unsuitable for archaeological objects and so we 
experimented with various approaches until we found one that worked. 
 
Preliminary results of palynological analyses show the presence of pollen grains of Norway 
Spruce (Picea abies - image 3), Scots pine/mountain pine (Pinus sylvestris/mugo), cereals 
(Cerealia - image 4) hazel (Corylus avellana), alder (Alnus glutinosa), mugwort (Artemisia) 
and grasses (Poaceae).  
 
The species most strongly represented, namely Norway Spruce, is currently found at alti-
tudes between 1,000 m and 1,800 m, and its presence indicates that the candles were 
probably produced at these elevations and hence in a mountain environment. Other spe-
cies can also be found in this elevation range: some pine and hazel, alder (probably white, 
Alnus incana, or corded, Alnus cordata) in wetter areas; grasses and mugwort in the moun-
tain pastures. In addition, some cereals that are resistant to harsh environmental condi-
tions, such as barley and rye, can be successfully grown in a mountain environment up to 
1,800 m asl, as seen in the Bronze Age in Northern Italy. 
 
It is notable that we find no pollen grains from entomophilous plants - those that rely on 
insects to disperse the pollen, the male reproductive cells. Beeswax contains large quanti-
ties of such pollen as the bees who perform the pollination duties also build the honey-
comb in which bee larvae develop and in which honey and pollen are deposited as a source 
of nutrition for them.  
 
This lack suggests that the candle is made of animal tallow rather than beeswax.  Animal 
origin of the Tor dei Pagà candle would be consistent with sources that state that beeswax 
was found only in privileged - given its precious nature and the difficulty of working it - and 
ecclesiastical - given its Medieval association with a divine origin - contexts during the rele-
vant period.  Medieval households and the military tended to use animal tallow as it was 

cheaper and more easily worked - and candle production 
could be combined with soap production. We might thus 
argue that the candles were produced from animal fat 
(for example that of oxen) in a mountain environment 
using animals that were reared at relatively high eleva-
tion - probably an environment close to the site of Tor 
dei Pagà. Further targeted chemical analyses will be able 
to determine the chemical composition of the candle in 
order to test this hypothesis. 
 
Elisa Martinelli, Università dell’Insubria-Dipartimento di 
Scienza e Alta Tecnologia-Como 

The candle 


